with 6, 8, 9 or 10 simple modules, but their module categories seem to be of wider interest. For a definition, we refer to [8] ; we note that typical examples are the canonical tubular algebras, these are the canonical algebras of type (2,2,2,2), (3, 3, 3) , (4,4,2) and (6,3,2); a description of these canonical algebras by quivers and relations will be recalled below. The aim of this note is to outline that previous results of d'Este and the authors can be combined in order to obtain a rather complete description of the derived category Db(A-mod) of a tubular algebra A. For a definition of the derived category Db(A) (of bounded complexes) over an abelian category A we refer to the original article by Verdier [9] ° We will freely use the notation and terminology of [8]°
In a first step we note that it is sufficient to consider the case of a canonical tubular algebra.
I. Reduction td canonical tubular algebras C Given a tubular algebra A, there exists a canonical tubular algebra C ~fthe same type with an equivalence Db(A-mod) ~ Db(c-mod) of triangulated categories.
Proof. According to [5, 6] , the derived category does not change under tilting. Let A be a tubular algebra of type T. According to [8], 5.7.3, there is a tubular extension B of a tame concealed canonical algebra, of extension type ~, and a left shrinking functor, thus a tilting functor A-mod > B-mod. According to [8] , 4.8.1, we know that B °p is the one point extension of a tame concealed bush algebra of branching type T by a Coordinate module. According to [8], 5.7 .2, there is a canonical algebra C' and a left shrinking functor B°P-mod > C'-mod. Let C = (C') °p, then C again is a canonical algebra, and of type T, and there is a tilting functor C-mod ..... > B-mod. Altogether, we have Db(A-mod) ~ Db(B-mod) ~ Db(c-mod).
1 l X and X~l algebras, the only isomorphisms are for X' = I-X, ~ ' I-X ' X-I --_ )"
The canonical algebras of type (p,q,r) are given by the quiver 
( 123'"
In case C is of type (2,2,2,2), (3, 3, 3) , (4,4,2), or (6,3,2), let us denote by d the number 2,3,4, or 6, respectively, and let d' = d+l.
We denote by A3n the full subquiver of A given by the vertices (nd') ° and (nd'+|)o , it is a copy of the Kronecker quiver. We denote by A3n+! the full subquiver given by the vertices a., with nd'+!< a < nd'+d, and all possible i; it is a subspace quiver of type T. Finally, we denote by A3n+2 the full subquiver given by the vertices ai, with nd'+2 < a < (n+l)d', and all possible i; it is a factorspace quiver of type T. If m J m' are integers, let Amm , be the full subquiver of A given by the vertices in the union of all Am,,, with m J m" J m'.
Similarly, let A be the full subquiver of A given by the vertices m~ in Am, with m < m', and A the full subquiver of A given by the
vertices in Am, with m' j m. We denote by C m the restriction of C to Am, and by Cmm, the restriction of C to Amm'" Note that the algebras C3n+i,3n+ 2 are isomorphic canonical algebras, the algebras C3n,3n+ ! are isomorphic "left squids", and the algebras C3n+2,3n+ 3 are isomorphic "right squids" [|] ; all these algebras Cm,m+ I are tubular of type ~.
With these notations, we can collect the information available for the category C-mod.
We fix some m E Z. Since C is a tame hereditary algebra, we may m speak of preprojective, regular, and preinjective C -modules. Proof. We use [3] . Since C is a tubular extension and a m-l,m+] tubular coextension of the tame hereditary algebra Cm, the category Cm_l,m+l-mod can be written in the form
where T is the tubular family obtained from the tubular family of C by m m -modules ray insertions and coray insertions, where P'm contains only Cm_l, m with restriction to C m being preprojective, and ~ contains only Cm,m+1-modules with restriction to Cm being preinjective, and Tm separates P' from ~. Note that the restriction of any indecomposable module in T m m to Cm is non-zero, since the simple projective Cm_1,m_1-modules belong to p, m' the simple injective Cm_], m_l-modules belong to ~.
Thus P'm contains
all Cm_], m-modules with restriction to Cm preprojective, and ~ contains all Cm,m+l-modules with restriction to C m preinjective. We obtain Cm_l, ~ from Cm_1,m+ I by the successive one-point extensions using modules with restriction to Cm_|,m+ I belonging to % ; in this way both P' and T m m remain untouched as unions of components of the Auslander-Reiten quiver, whereas the additional modules together with those in % give %, and T m separates P'm from %. We obtain C from Cm_l,~ by successive one-point coex~nsionsusing modules with restriction to Cm_l,~ belonging to P'm, thus In the stable category C-mod, we obtain from T (~) a standard stable tube m of rank d. Consequently, in C-mod, we obtain from T a standard stable m tubular family of type T.
In particular, all non-projective indecomposable modules in T are r-periodic of period d. m
The case m = 3n+2 is similar to the case m = 3n+]; actually, the algebras C3n_],3n+ 3 are opposite to those of the form C3n,3n+ 2.
So let us consider the case m = 3n.
In this case all stable tubes of T are m homogeneous (i.e. of the form ~ /|). For T = (2,2,2,2), there are four non-stable tubes, everyone containing just one projective-injective vertex.
For T = (p,q,r), there are three non-stable tubes, containing p-|, q-i, and r-I projective-injective vertices, respectively. In the stable category C-mod, we obtain from the non-stable tubes in T four standard stable tubes m of rank 2, in case ~ = (2,2,2,2), and three standard stable tubes of rank p,q,r, in case ~ = (p,q,r), thus again T gives rise, in C-mod m to a standard stable tubular family of type ~.
Again we want to indicate the shape of the exceptional tubes Tm(P).
In case the stable rank of Tm(P) is p, the modules in Tm(P) are defined over a subalgebra given Of course, any algebra with quiver (*) and relations (**), different from the Kronecker algebra, has precisely one non-stable tube. For example, for the quiver (*) with both four vertices to the left, and to the right of the double arrow, and the relations (**), the non-stable tube is of the following form (again, the vertical boundary lines have to be identified): We consider now simulteneously the various m E Z. Let Mm,m+ l be the set of Cm,m+l-mOdules with restriction to Cm being preinjective, and with restriction to Cm+ 1 being preprojective, thus and Mm,m+l = Pm+l N ~m'
The categorical structure may be visualized as follows: [Note that this definition of h differs in two ways from that in Y First of all, y is renormalized, as mentioned above, it is the A-index of Second,our minimality condition implies that the coefficients of hy are relative prime; in contrast, in [8] ~,B were supposed to be relative prime, and then Bhm+~hm+ ] was considered.] Ko(C) , there is defined the usual bilinear form <-,-> by On
where E(a) is the simple C-module corresponding to the vertex a of A, and e(a) = dim E(a). Note that the sum is indeed finite, since the restriction of C to any finite subquiver of g has finite global dimension, and we can evaluate Extl(E(a),E(b)), by restricting to any full convex subquiver con- Co-module and satisfies <ho,dim E(21)> = O, however, E(21) belongs to Tt/2).
We end this section by determing the position of the simple C-modules.
This will be needed in section 4, and it also gives a reason for the chosen ^ normalization of the A-index. Note that for any simple C-module E, there is precisely one integer m such that E has support in A N A (For the m m+]" vertices (nd')o, take m = 3n-l, for (nd'+l)o, take m = 3n, and for the vertices a. with nd'+l < a < nd'+d, take m = 3n+l).
I
Lemma: Let E be a simple C-module, with support in A n A m m+l" Then E considered as a C-module, belongs to Ty with y = m+~.
Proof. One only has to verify that <hm+hm+1,dim E> = O.
We have obtained in this way an explicit description of C-mod, and therefore also of C-mod. All components of C-mod are stable tubes of rank a divisor of d, they form separating standard ~ik-families of type ~, and the set of these families may be indexed over 9, in a rather natural way. Since Db(C-mod) ~ ~-mod, this could finish our investigation. However, the description of Db(C-mod) outlined above is given in terms of K (C), and it seems advisable O to use more intrinsic invariants. The last assertion seems to be remarkable since it shows that up to P(A), we can determine the dimension vector of ~X by using the Coxeter transformation ~A of A, without any further restriction. For A of finite global dimension, we will give a different interpretation of this result, at the end of the paper.
Description of C-mod in terms of dim C.
We return to the case of the canonical tubular algebras C. As above, we identify C with C(o), and denote by ×C the usual quadratic form on K (C); of course, this is just the restriction of X to K (C) Of particular interest is the case y = m 6 Z, since it provides us with the description of T in terms of roots and null-vectors, similar to that -m in 4.7.
In this way, we can extend 4.7 to all y f ~ (of course, we also may use a case-by-case investigation, using the structure of the non-stable tubes as exhibited in (1 We only have to consider the case y = m 6 ~. We use the Heller suspension functor E which gives an equivalence of T and T = T --m --om om" According to 3.4, there is the following cormnutative diagram
Of course, the map -! is an isometry from (Ko(C),x C) to itself, and it maps Ko(C)~ onto Ko (C)+~m" Since om ~ ~, we can apply 4.7 to Tom, and the assertion for T carries over to the corresponding assertion ON for T .
-
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We can visualize the category C-mod in terms of dim C as follows, using the plane radxc as index set:
M3n+l,3n+2
M3n+ I , 3n+2 S T3n+l T3n+2 As a consequence, we see that the description of C-mod in terms of dim C as given in (3) is just the description of Db(c-mod) in terms of dim, and this is the description which we were aiming at.
We add a remark concerning Auslander-Reiten triangles in Db ( In this way, the existence of Auslander-Reiten triangles in Db(A-mod) has been established in [6] . However, we also may copy the existence proof for
Auslander-Reiten sequences, as outlined in [4] , in order to show directly the existence of Auslander-Reiten triangles in Db(A-mod), and, at the same time, obtain the numerical criterion of 2.5.
There is a natural transformation ~y : D Hom(Y,-) ~ Hom(-,~Y), where is the Nakayama functor, and D the duality with respect to the base field k, such that ~y is invertible, in case Y is projective. An object in Db(A-mod) can be written in the form P', where P" is a bounded complex of projective A-modules. Now assume P" is indecomposable in Db(A-mod), and let ~ E D Hom(P',P') be a non-zero linear form on Hom(P',P') = End(P') which vanishes on the radical rad End(P',P'). We consider the image ~p.(~)
of ~ under ~p., it is a non-zero map P" > vP" which has the following properties: Given an indecomposable object X" in Db(A-mod), and a non- Our investigation of C-mod also establishes the structure of the category T(C)-mod, where T(C) is the socalled trivial extension of C. We recall that T(C) = C~(Q has the additive structure C @ Q, and the multiplication is defined by the formula (cl,ql)(c2,q2) = (clc2,clq2+qlc2), for Cl,C 2 6 C, ql,q 2 6 Q. Alternatively, T(C) may be considered as C/~o Here~ we consider C not as an algebra, but rather as a locally finite-dimensional k-category, 
